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Abstract  
Let G be a finite group and Cay(G,S) the Cayley graph of G with respect o S. A subset 
S is called a CI-subset if, for any TCG, Cay(G,S) ~ Cay(G,T) implies S ~ = T for some 
ct E Aut(G). In this paper, we investigate he finite groups G in which every subset S with size 
at most m and (S) = G is a CI-subset where m is a positive integer. As a corollary, we classify 
symmetric graphs of order p3 and of valency 2p where p is a prime. 
1. In t roduct ion  
For a finite group G and a Cayley subset S of G, namely SC_G\{1}, we define 
the Cayley digraph of G with respect o S to be the directed graph F = Cay(G,S) 
with vertex set G and edge set {(a,b)]a,b E G,a-lb E S}. If S is self-inverse, 
namely S = S -1, then the adjacency relation is symmetric and Cay(G,S) is called the 
(undirected) Cayley graph of G with respect o S. 
Let Aut(G) denote the automorphism group of G. Obviously, each a E Aut(G) 
induces an isomorphism from Cay(G,S) to Cay(G,S~). It is of course possible for 
two Cayley graphs Cay(G,S) and Cay(G,T) to be isomorphic and yet S ~ ~ T for 
every tr E Aut(G) (see Proposition 3.2 for some examples). However, there are some 
groups G and some Cayley subsets S such that for every T, Cay(G,S)~-Cay(G,T) 
implies S~= T for some a E Aut(G) (see Theorem 3.1 for some examples). Thus a 
natural question arises: for which groups G and which Cayley subsets S of G, does 
Cay(G,S)-~Cay(G, T) imply that there exists tr in Aut(G) such that S~=T? 
Given a Cayley subset S of G, we call S a Cl-subset (CI stands for Cayley invariant) 
if, for any Cayley subset T of G, Cay(G,S)~ Cay(G,T) implies S ~= T for some 
~EAut(G). I fS  is a CI-subset hen Cay(G,S) is called a Cayley invariant graph. The 
main aim of this paper is to investigate the isomorphism problem of connected Cayley 
graphs, that is, to investigate the finite groups for which every connected (directed or 
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undirected) Cayley graph of valency at most m is Cayley invariant for certain positive 
integer m. For simplicity, if every connected undirected Cayley graph of G of valency 
at most m is Cayley invariant, we shall call G a connected m-CI-group; if every 
connected irected Cayley graph of G of valency at most m is Cayley invariant, we 
shall call G a connected m-DCI-group (DCI stands for directed Cayley invariant). 
It will be shown that every group G is a connected (p -  1)-DCI-group, every abelian 
group is a connected p-DCI-group where p is the least prime divisor of IG[, every 
p-group is a connected 2(p -  1)-CI-group and every abelian p-group is a connected 
2p-CI-group. 
For a group G and a positive integer m, if all self-inverse Cayley subsets of G of size 
at most m are CI-subsets, then G is called an m-CI-group. The problem of determining 
which groups are m-CI-groups has been investigated by many people over the past 20 
years, see [2, 13] for references. One of the main aims of investigating this problem 
is to classify Cayley graphs. But for this aim, only isomorphisms of connected Cayley 
graphs need to be considered. This is the main motivation of this paper. If a group G is 
a connected m-CI-group, then the number of distinct nonisomorphic connected Cayley 
graphs of G of valency at most m is equal to the number of inequivalent self-inverse 
generating subsets of G of size at most m, where two Cayley subsets are equivalent if
they are conjugate in Aut(G). Hence it is in principle possible to enumerate he distinct 
connected Cayley graphs of a connected m-CI-group of valency at most m. There have 
been some examples of such enumerations, see [11, 20]. Here, as a corollary, we shall 
classify symmetric graphs of order p3 and of valency 2p. 
The main results of this paper are the following. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that G & a finite group and that p is the least prime divisor 
of Ial. Then 
(1) G is a connected (p - 1)-DCI-group; 
(2) if G is abelian then G is a connected p-DCI-group; 
(3) if G is a p-group then G is a connected 2(p-  1)-CI-group; 
(4) i f  G is an abelian p-group then G is a connected 2p-CI-group. 
The proof of this theorem will be given in Sections 3 and 4, which consists of the 
proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 4.2. 
For a graph F, if Aut F is transitive on the vertex set, the edge set or the arc 
set of F, then F is called a vertex-transitive, dge-transitive or arc-transitive graph 
respectively. An arc-transitive graph is often called a symmetric graph. 
Theorem 1.2. Let p be a prime, and let F be a vertex-transitive and edge-transitive 
graph of order p3 and of valency 2p. Then F is symmetric and either 
(i) F = Cp~[kp] or C(p,p,2),  or 
(ii) p > 3 and F = Cay(7/p3,S0), or 
(iii) p = 3 and F = Cay(Z9 × Z3,S0). 
(These graphs will be defined in the next paragraph and Section 5). 
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The terminology and notation used in this paper are standard (see, for example, [3, 
18]). In particular, Zn denotes a cyclic group of order n. For groups G and H, IG : HI 
denotes the index of H in G, and G >~ H denotes a semi-direct product of G by H. 
For a positive integer n, Cn denotes the (directed or undirected) cycle of length n, and 
Kn denotes the complete graph on n vertices. For a graph F = (V,E), its complement 
P = (V,/~) is the graph with vertex set V such that (a,b) E E if and only if (a,b) q~ E, 
and nF denotes a graph which consists of n connected components i omorphic to F. 
The union F1 tO F2 of two graphs Fl =(V, E1) and F2 =(V, E2) is defined as the graph 
F = (V, E1 U E2). The lexicographic product Fl[F2] of two graphs Fl =(V1,E1) and 
Fz=(Vz,E2) is the graph with vertex set V1 x V2 such that ((al,a2),(bl,b2)) is an edge 
if and only if either (al,bl) E E1 or al = bl and (az, b2) E E2. For any vertex x of the 
graph F = Cay(G,S), the neighborhood F(x) ofx  in F equals xS = {xail l  <.i<.m}. 
Finally, for integers m and n, n lm denotes that n divides m, and n II m denotes that n 
divides m and (n,m/n)= 1, namely n exactly divides m. 
In Section 2, we quote some preliminary results which are used in the following 
sections. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to proving Theorem 1.1, and Section 5 proves 
Theorem 1.2. 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section, we quote some preliminary results which will be used in the following 
sections. Babai [1] has a criterion for a subset of a finite group to be a CI-subset. 
Lemma 2.1 (Babai [1]). Let G be a finite group and S a Cayley subset of G. Let 
F = Cay(G, S) be the Cayley graph of G with respect o S and A = Aut F. Let GR be 
the right regular representation of G and Sym(G) the symmetric group on G. Then 
S is a CI-subset if and only if, for any z E Sym(G) with G~ <~A, there is ~ E A such 
that G~ = G~. 
To use this criterion, we need the following results. 
Theorem 2.2. (1) Let G be a finite group and let n be a set of odd primes. I f  G has 
a Hall n-subgroup, then all Hall n-subgroups of G are conjugate (see [7]). 
(2) Suppose that n is a set of prime numbers and that G is a finite group which 
contains a nilpotent Hall n-subgroup H. Then any n-subgroup of G is conjugate to 
a subgroup of H (see [18, II, p. 166]). 
The normalizer of Gn in AutCay(G,S) is often useful for characterizing Cay(G,S). 
Lemma 2.3 (Godsil [6]). Let G be a finite group and S a Cayley subset of G, let 
A = AutCay(G,S) and Aut(G,S) = {ct E Aut(G)IS" = S}. Then NA(Gn) = GR >~ 
Aut(G, S). 
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Lemma 2.4. (1) Let H be a proper subgroup of a p-group G where p is a prime. 
Then NG(H) > H. In particular, if  [G : HI = p then H <~ G (see [18, I, p. 88]). 
(2) Let H be an abelian normal subgroup of a p-group G. I f  H is maximal 
among abelian normal subgroups of G, then H is self-centralized, namely Co(H) = H 
(see [18, I, p. 91]). 
The next general local properties of Cayley graphs of  abelian groups will be used 
in the following sections. 
I .emma 2.5. (1) Let F=Ct[Kn], B = AutF  and By the stabilizer of the point v in 
B. Then By = (St~ -1 × S ,_ I )>~H where S, is the symmetric group of degree n and 
H ~ 1 or ~-2 according as C1 directed or undirected In particular, n t-1 [IBvl 
(2) Suppose that G is an abelian group and that F = Cay(G,S) is the connected 
I 
Cayley graph of G with respect o S. I f  S = aK or aK Ua- lK  for some a E G and 
some subgroup K of G of order n, then F TM Cl[Kn], where Ct is undirected if and 
only if S is self-inverse. 
Proof. (1) It is clear. 
(2) We prove this part only for undirected case since the directed case can be 
similarly treated. Suppose that S - -a - lK  U aK for some a E G and some K < G. 
Then the vertex set VF (= G) of F is partitioned as UI=~ aiK where a t E K and 
IGI -- llgl. Let Vi = aiK. I f  x E V/ then x = aiz for some z E K, so F(x) = xS = 
aiz(a-lK U aK) = ai- lK U ai+lK -- V/-1 U V/+I (reading the subscripts modulo l). It 
follows that F ~ Ct[/~n] where n = IK[ and l = [G[/n. [] 
Theorem 2.6 (Li [10]). Let G be an abelian group and S a Cayley subset of G such 
that G = (S). Let A = AutCay(G,S)  and AI the stabilizer of the identity 1 (of G) 
in A. Then either A1 is faithful on S, or S contains a coset of a subgroup of G. 
We shall use the next result to characterize connected 2p-CI p-groups in Section 4. 
Theorem 2.7 (Praeger [14]). Suppose that G is a primitive permutation group on I2, 
]g2[ = n, and G contains a p-element of degree rp, r < p, p a prime. Then one of 
the following is true: 
(i) p2Xla [, 
(ii) G~>Alt(n), the alternating roup of degree n, 
(iii) n = p2, r = p - 1, ASL(2, p)<~G~AGL(2, p), 
(iv) n = 9, G = PFL(2, 8). 
A graph F is called a cover of a graph Z if there is a surjection ~b from the vertex set 
of F to the vertex set of  Z which preserves adjacency and is such that, for each vertex 
v of F, the sets F(v) and Z(v ~) of  neighbors of  v and v ~ in F and Z, respectively, 
have the same size. For a vertex-transitive graph F, if A := Aut F is transitive on the 
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set of 2-arcs on F then F is called a 2-arc transitive graph. Clearly a vertex-transitive 
graph F is 2-arc transitive if and only if Av is 2-transitive on F(v) where A~ is the 
stabilizer of v in A. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that F is a nonbipartite 2-arc transitive graph of order a 
p-power where p is a prime. Then either p :- 2, or F has valency pt _ 1 for 
some integer l>~l, or p = 3 and the valency o f f  is 10 or 16. 
Proof. By a result [16, Corollary 4.2] of Praeger, F is a cover of a quasiprimi- 
tive 2-arc transitive graph Z. Since F has order a p-power, Z is of order p-power. 
By [16, Theorem 2], either Z is affine (type I), or A := Aut Z is almost simple (type 
II). I f  2: is affine then by [16, Lemma 5.1], p = 2. I f  A is almost simple then by 
Guralnick's result [8, Corollary 2], either p=3 and the valency of Z is 10 or 16, or A 
is 2-transitive on the vertex set of Z. For the later, Z is complete and so has valency 
pt  1 for some positive integer l. [] 
3. Connected m-DCI-groups and connected m-Cl-groups 
By definition, all finite groups are connected 1-DCI-groups, however all nontriv- 
ial connected 1-DCI-groups are exactly cyclic groups. But it is difficult to determine 
connected m-DCI-groups for m t> 2. Using Lemma 2.1, Babai showed that every finite 
p-group G is a connected m-DCI-group for m < p, see [1, Theorem 3.6]; this is used 
in the classifications about Cayley graphs of order pk, for example, see [20]. Using 
Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, we have the following stronger esult. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that G is a finite group of  odd order and that p is the least 
prime divisor of  IGI. For a Cayley subset S of G,/et  F = Cay(G,S),  A = AutF  and 
A1 the stabilizer of  1 in A. I f  (IGI, IA1 I) = 1, then S is a CI-subset. In particular, 
(1) G is a connected m-DCI-group and hence a connected m-CI-group for any 
m<~ p-  1; 
(2) if G is a p-group, S = S - l  and IS[~<2(p- 1), then pq'lAll, and so G is a 
connected 2m-CI-group for m <~ p - 1. 
Proof. Let A = AutCay(G,S).  Then A = GAl. Assume that ( IA I [ , IG[)= 1. Then G 
is a Hall n-subgroup of A, where 7z is the set of the prime divisors of [G[. Since G 
has odd order, rc is a set of odd primes. Let z E Sym(G) such that G ~ ~<A. Then 
G ~ is a Hall n-subgroup of A. By Theorem 2.2(1), G and G ~ are conjugate in A. 
By Lemma 2.1, S is a CI-subset. 
Now let p be the least prime divisor of IG[. I f  G does not have generating subset of 
size at most p - 1, then part (1) of the theorem is trivial. Now suppose that G contains 
a generating subset S with IsI = m<<.p- 1. Then (IGI, IAll)= 1, so s is a CI-subset. 
Therefore, G is a connected m-DCI-group. 
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Finally, suppose that G is a p-group. I f  p[ lAl[ ,  then p l[A : G[, so by Sylow 
Theorem, A has a Sylow p-subgroup P > G. By Lemma 2.4, NA(G)>>.Nj,(G) > G. 
Thus by Lemma 2.3, Aut(G,S) contains an element ~ of order p. Let x0 E S such 
that x~) ~ x0, and let xi = x~' for l<~i<.p - 1. Since S = S -~ and [S[~<2p- 2, it 
follows that the inverse of  some element xi belongs to {xo,xl ... . .  xp-l}. Thus x~ = 
xi -l for some integer k, contrary to the assumption that p is an odd prime. Therefore, 
(p, lAl[) = 1. Consequently, S is a CI-subset and so G is a connected 2(p -  1)-CI- 
group. [] 
The following examples how that Theorem 3.1 is not necessarily true for m = p+ 1. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a cyclic group of order p~, where p is prime and r >t 1. 
(1) I f  r >~4 for p= 2, r >~ 3 for p= 3 and r >~ 2 for p >~ 5, then G contains elf-inverse 
non-CI-subsets of size 2(p + 1 ). 
(2) I f  r>.3 for p=2 and r>~2 for p>.3, then G contains non-CI-subsets of size 
p+l .  
Proof. (1) For p = 2 and r i> 4, assume that G = (a) - Z2r. Set 
S = {a, a2"-%l,a 2, a-l ,a-2"-l- l ,a-2}, 
T = {a, a2r-I+l,a 2r-1+2, a-l,a-2~-l-l,a-2"-l-2}. 
Let p be a map from G to G as follows: 
a 2j+k ---+ a (2"-%2)j+k, 0~<j~<2 r-1 - 1, k = 0 or 1. 
It is straightforward to check that p is an isomorphism from Cay(G,S) to Cay(G, T). 
I f  there is ~ E Aut(G) such that S~= T, then since o(a ~) = 2 r, a~= a, a - l ,  a 2'-%1 
or a -2r-~-1. Thus (a2) ~ = a 2, a -2, a2(2'-%1)(= a2) or a2(-2 ' - ' -1)(= a-2), respec- 
tively, which is not in T, a contradiction. So S is a self-inverse non-CI-subset of  size 
2p+2 = 6. 
Now assume that p = 3, r t> 3 and G = (a) = 7/3,. Set 
S = a(a 3"-') Ua- l (a 3"-1) U {a3,a-3}, 
r = a(a 3'-') U aIl(a 3r-l ) U {a3r-l+3,a--3r-l--3}. 
Let p be a map from G to G defined as 
a 3j+k ----r a (3~-%3)j+k, 0~<k~<2, 0~<j~<3 r-1 - 1. 
Then it is straightforward to check that p is an isomorphism from Cay(G,S) to 
Cay(G,T). I f  there is ~ E Aut(G) such that S ~ = T then, since o(a ~) = 3 r, a ~ = 
a +(3r-lj+l), where j = 0, 1 or 2. Hence (a3)  ~ ----- a +-(3'-~j+1)3 ----- a +3 ~ T, a contradiction. 
So S is a non-CI-subset of  G of  size 2p + 2 = 8. 
Assume that p~>5, r~>2 and G = (a) -~ Zpr. Set R = a(a pr-') U a-l(ap'-'), and 
r - -  
let F = Cay(G,R). Then the vertex set VF of  F is partitioned as UP=0 '-1 vi where 
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Vii = ai(apr-'). If  x E V/ then x ---- aiz for some z E (aPt-t), so xR = ai(a(a pr-') U 
a-l (aPr-') ) = ai-l (apr-' ) U ai+l (apr-~) = Vi_ | LJ Vi+ 1. Thus  F = Cpr-l[I~p]. Let 
S=RU{aPr- ' ,a-P' -~}, T =RU{a2pr-',a-2p'-'}. 
Now Cay(G,{aP'-',a-P~-~}) ~ pr-lCp and has components V/, O<~i~p r-1 - 1. Thus 
Cay(G,S) ~ Cp,-,[Cp]. Similarly, Cay(G,{a ~r- '  -2p'-1 , a } )  _~ pr-I Cp and has con- 
nected components V/, O<~i<~p -1 - 1, and so Cay(G,T) --- Cp,-,[Cp] ~- Cay(G,S). I f  
S ~ = T for some ~ E Aut(G), then R ~ = R and {a p~-', a-P'-~} ~ = {a 2p~-~, a-2p~-~ } 
since each element of R has order pr. Thus a s --- a ip'-~+~ for some e = +1, so 
(apr-~)~=(a ip'-~+~)p~-~ =apr-~ q~ {a 2p~-~, a-2F-'}, a contradiction. Thus S is a self- 
inverse non-Cl-subset of  size 2p + 2. 
(2) I f  p = 2, r~>3 and G = (a) ~ 772~, then let 
S={a, a2~-'+l,a2}, T = {a, a2"-'+l,a2r-l+2}. 
I f  p is odd, r f> 2 and G = (a) ~ Zp,, then let 
S=a(aP~- l )U{apr -1},  T=a(apr - I )U{a2pr - '} .  
Arguing as for the proof of part (1), Cay(G,S) = Cay(G, T) but S is not conjugate to 
T in Aut(G). Thus S is a non-CI-subset of size p + 1. [] 
However, it is not known whether Theorem 3.1 is true for m = p. Thus we propose 
the following problem. 
Problem 3.3. Let G be a finite group, and let p be the least prime divisor of  [G I. 
Suppose that G can be generated by p elements. Is G a connected p-DCI-group, and 
is G a connected 2p-CI-group? 
4. Abelian connected m-DCI and connected m-Cl-gronps 
In this section, we extend Theorem 3.1 to m = p for abelian groups. 
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that G is an abelian group and that p is the least prime 
divisor oflGI. For a Cayley subset S of G, let A = Aut Cay(G,S) and A1 the stabilizer 
of  1 in A. IT (IGI, IAI[) = 1 then S is a CI-subset, and/f( la l ,  lAll) = p then either 
S is a CI-subset, or S contains a coset of some subgroup of G. 
Proof. If (IGI, JAil) = 1, then G is an abelian Hall subgroup of A. By Theorem 2.2(2), 
all Hall subgroups of  A of  order IG[ are conjugate. By Lemma 2.1, S is a CI-subset. 
Now assume that S is a non-CI-subset of G such that (IGI, IAll) -- p,  and let 
F = Cay(G,S). Let H be a Hall p~-subgroup of G and P a Sylow p-subgroup of G. 
Then G = H x P and H is an abelian Hall n-subgroup of A, where n is the set of  
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all prime divisors of [G I not equal to p. Since S is not a CI-subset, by Lemma 2.1, 
there exists z E Sym(G) such that G ~ < A and G ~ ~ G y for each y E A. Let H '  be 
a Hall n-subgroup of A contained in GL Then G ~ = H '  x P '  where P '  is a Sylow 
p-subgroup of GL By Theorem 2.2(2), there is a g E A such that H'g --- H. Thus 
(G~) ° = H '° x P'g = H x e'g. Hence N := (G ~o, G) = H x (p,p,o). 
I f  p~" IN: G[, then G~g,G are both Hall {n,p}-subgroups of N. Thus by Theorem 
2.2(2), G ~o is conjugate to G, namely G ~o = G o' for some g' E N, a contradiction. 
Thus p [ IN:G] and P ¢ p,g. 
Since ([G[,IAI[) = p, p[[ IN: G[. Let R be a Sylow p-subgroup of (p,p,o) and 
M = H x R. Then M is a Hall {n,p}-subgroup. By Theorem 2.2(2), without loss 
of generality, we may assume that G ~0, G < M. Then p,p,o < R and [R : P[ = 
[R : P'g[ = p. By Lemma 2.4, p,p,o are normal subgroups of R, so M = PUg. It 
follows that GZg, G <3 M and G~OG=M. Thus [G ~o fq G[ = [G~O[[GI/IG~gG[ = [GI/p 
and so [M : G w ~ G I = p2. Since G ~g and G are abelian, each element of G ~° fq G 
centralizes G ~o and G and so centralizes GWG=M, namely G ~g A G~<Z(M). Suppose 
that G ~g M G < Z(M). Then [M : Z(M)[ = 1 or p. Let Q be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of Z(M) .  Then Q is a subgroup of the center of R. Since [M : Z(M)[ = 1 or p, 
[R : Q[ = 1 or p, and so Q is maximal in R. By Lemma 2.4(2), if R is nonabelian 
then Q is self-centralized in R, a contradiction. Thus R is abelian and so M is abelian. 
By [19, 4.4], M regular on VF, which is not possible. Therefore, G ~g A G = Z(M).  
Let Mo be the stabilizer of the point v (of VF) in M. Then [M1[ = [M : G[ = p 
and so M1 = (~) TM Zp. Since each element a E Z(M) is centralized by M1, M1 
fixes a and so Ma = MI. So M1 fixes all vertices of Z(M). Now (Z(M),M1) is an 
abelian subgroup of M of index p. Thus the Hall p'-subgroup of (Z(M),M1) is a 
Hall p'-subgroup of M and the Sylow p-subgroup of (Z(M),M1) has index p in a 
Sylow p-subgroup of M. It follows from Lemma 2.4(1) that (Z(M),M1) <3 M, hence 
(Z(M),M1) has orbits xZ(M) on VF, where x E G = VF. In particular, M~ fixes every 
xZ(M) setwise. Since G <1 M, by Lemma 2.3, M1 ~<Aut(G,S). Since (S) = G, M1 
acts nontrivially on S. Hence M1 has an orbit O of size p on S. If a E O, then since 
M~ fixes xZ(M) setwise for each x E G, a ~ E aZ(M), so a ~ = az for some z E Z(M). 
Since a centralizes z, O = a (~) = {a, az, az 2 . . . . .  az p-1 } = a(z). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. [] 
Now we can prove parts (2) and (4) of Theorem 1.1, that is, 
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that G is an abelian group and that p is the least prime 
divisor o f  ]G[. Then: 
(1) G is a connected p-DCI-group; 
(2) i f  G is a p-group then G is a connected 2p-CI-group. 
Proof. (1) Let G be an abelian group and S a Cayley subset of size at most p such 
that (S) = G. Let A = AutCay(G,S) and A1 the stabilizer of 1 in A. Since p is the 
least prime divisor of IG I and ISl ~< p, (IG[, IA11) is a p-power. Assume that S is not a 
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CI-subset. Then by Theorem 3.1(1), IS I = p. By Proposition 4.1, either (Ial, IAll) = p 
and S contains a coset of  some subgroup, or p211All. If (IGI, IAll) -- p and S contains a 
coset of some subgroup, then S = x(u) where (u) ~ 77p. By Lemma 2.5, Cay(G,S) 
Ct[K.p] and pZlIA11 where l = IGI/p, a contradiction. Thus the case p21iA11 must 
occur. Since IsI = p, A1 is not faithful on S. By Theorem 2.6, S is a coset of  some 
subgroup of G. Thus S = x(u) such that o(u) = p and G = (x, u). By Lemma 2.5, 
Cay(G,S) ~ Ct[lep] where I = IGI/p. Suppose that TCG such that Cay(G,S) -~ 
Cay(G,T). Then Cay(G, T) TM Ct[Kp]. It follows from Theorem 2.6 that T = y(v) 
such that o(v) = p. 
Assume that G is cyclic. Then G has a unique subgroup of order p. Thus (u) = (v). 
I f  p2[IG I then G = (x) = (y). Clearly, there is ~ E Am(G) such that x ~ = y and 
(u) ~ = (v). Hence S ~ = (x(u)) ~ = y(v) = T, so S is a CI-subset, a contradiction. Thus 
P [I Ial and so <u) -- <v> is the Sylow p-subgroup of G. Let x = XpXp, and y = ypyp, 
such that (Xp,) is the Hall f -subgroup of (x) and (yp,) is the Hall f -subgroup of (y). 
Then S = Xp,(U) and T = yp,(V). Clearly, there is an ~ E Aut(G) such that Xp, = yp, 
and u ~ = v, so S ~ = (Xp,(U)) ~ = Xp,(U ~) = yp,(V) = T. Hence S is a CI-subset, contrary 
to the assumption. 
Now assume that G is not cyclic. Then G = (x) × (u) = (y) x (v) such that 
o(x) = o(y) and o(u) = o(v) = p. Clearly, there is an c~ E Aut(G) such that x ~ = y 
and u ~ = v, so S ~ = (x(u)) ~' = x~(u ~) = y(v) = T. Hence S is a CI-subset, contrary to 
the assumption. Thus every generating subset of  G of size at most p is a CI-subset, 
so G is a connected p-DCI-group. 
(2) Suppose that G is a p-group and S is a self-inverse Cayley subset of  G of size 
at most 2p such that (S) = G. If p = 2 then ISI ~<4 and so by [5, Theorem 4], S 
is a CI-subset. Thus assume that p is odd. By Theorem 3.1(2), we may assume that 
ISI = 2p. Suppose that S is not a CI-subset. Then by Proposition 4.1, either p II IA,I 
and S contains a coset of some subgroup, or p21IA11. I f  ell IAll and S contains a 
coset of  some subgroup, then S = a(z) tA a- l (z )  where (z) = 77p. By Lemma 2.5, 
Cay(G,S) ~ Ct[Kp] and p211Al I where l = IG[/p, a contradiction. Thus the case 
p211A11 must occur. If Al is not faithful on S, then by Theorem 2.6, S contains a 
coset of some subgroup of G, which deduces a contradiction. Thus we may suppose 
that A1 is faithful on S. I f  A1 is primitive on S then by Theorem 2.7, A1 is 2-transitive 
on S and so F := Cay(G,S) is a 2-arc transitive graph. By Lemma 2.8, either p = 2 
or the valency of  F equals f - 1, this is not possible. Thus Al is not primitive on S. 
Since p I IA~ L, by Sylow Theorem, G is a proper subgroup of some Sylow p-subgroup 
P of  A. By Lemma 2.4, NA(G)>~Ne(G) > G, so PI INA(G) : G[. By Lemma 2.3, 
there is an element a of  Aut(G,S) of  order p. Since (S) = G, there exists a E S such 
that a ~ ~ a. Then a (~) C S, and since p is odd, a - I  ~ a (~) and so S = a (~) tA (a  -1  )(x). 
Since A1 is not primitive on S, for any fl E A1, (a(~))/~ = a (~) or (a - l )  (~). Since A1 is 
faithful on S and p2 ] [AI[, there exists an element 7 of A1 of order p such that 7 fixes 
every element of  a (~) but acts nontrivially on (a -1 )(~). However, since (a (~)) = G and 
7 fixes each elements of a (~), ~ fixes every elements of G, a contradiction. Therefore 
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S is a CI-subset and G is a connected 2p-CI-group. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. [] 
Remark. Proposition 3.2 shows that Theorem 4.2 cannot be extended to m -- p + 1 
even for cyclic groups. 
5. Symmetric graphs of order p3, p a prime 
In this section, we classify symmetric graphs of order p3 and of valency 2p, where 
p is a prime. First we quote some preliminary results. The following result of  Maru~i6 
enables us to focus on Cayley graphs. 
Lemma 5.1 (Maru~i6 [12]). Any vertex-transitive graph of order p3 is a Cayley 
graph on a group of order p3, p a prime. 
Let v~>2, r~>3 and s~> 1 be integers. Define Cr(v,s) to be the digraph with vertex 
set 7/r x 7/~ with ((i,x), (LY))  an edge, for x -- (xl,.. . ,xs) andy  = (y l , . . . , ys )  E 7/~, 
if and only i f j  = i+  1 and y -- (yl,xl . . . . .  Xs-l). Let C(v,r,s) be the undirected 
version of the graph Cr(v,s), see [15]. 
Theorem 5.2 (Praeger [15]). Let p be a prime and F a connected igraph. Suppose 
that P~<AutF  has an abelian normal subgroup M which is not semiregular on the 
vertices of F. I f  F is a P-arc transitive digraph of valency p, then F -~ Cr(p, t) for 
some r, t. 
Now we define the other graphs listed in Theorem 1.2. For group G = (a, b, c) = 
2rap, let Ro = {c, bc, ab2c . . . . .  al(l-1)/2blc . . . .  } and So --Ro URo 1. For G = (a) × (b) = 
7/9 x Z3, let So = {a, ab, aVb2,a-l,a-lb-l,a-Tb-2}. 
With these results and notation, we can prove Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that p is a prime and that F is a symmetric graph 
of order p3 and of valency 2p. By Lemma 5.1, F = Cay(G,S) for some group G 
of order p3 and some self-inverse Cayley subset S of G of size 2p. I f  p =- 2 then 
F is of order 8 and of valency 4. It is easy to obtain F ~ C4[/£2] ~ K4,4 (complete 
bipartite). Thus we assume that p is odd. Let A = Aut(G,S) and A1 be the stabilizer 
of 1 in A. Since F is symmetric, A1 is transitive on S. Thus p l IAll and so p4 [IAI. Let 
B = NA(Gn). By Sylow Theorem and Lemma 2.4, GR < B and p4 [IBj" By Lemma 2.3, 
B = GR>~Aut(G,S) and so p[IAut(G,S)l. Since S -- S -1 and IS] -- 2p, S = RUR -1 
such that R = x (~) for some x E S and some c~ E Aut(G,S) with o(~) -- p. Since 
(S) = G, Aut(G,S) is faithful on S. It follows that Pll [Aut(G,S)I and so p4 II IB]. 
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of B, and let 27 --- Cay(G,R). Then P = Gn >~ (~) is 
transitive on the vertex-set VF and on the arc-set of 27. Let P1 be the stabilizer of 1 
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in P. Then P1 = (~) ~ 7/p, and P1 ~ Z(P) .  Thus P is a group of  order p4 such 
that ~ ~ Z(P) .  By the list of  the groups of order p4 in [4, p. 114], P is one of  the 
following: 
(1) (a,~) = (a) x (~), where a e3 = ~P = 1 and a ~ = al+p:; 
(2) (a ,b ,~)  = (a,b) x (~), where a p2 = b e = ~P = 1 = [a,b] = [b,~], a s = ab; 
(3) (a ,b ,~)  = (a,b) x (~), where a p2 = b e = o~ p :- 1 = [a,b] = [b,c~], a ~ = bal+p; 
(4) (a ,b ,~)  = (a,b) x (~), where a e2 = b p = ~P = 1 = [b,~], a b = a ~+p and 
a ~ = ab; 
(5) (a ,b ,~)  = (a) x (b) x (~), where a p = b p~ = ~P = 1 and b s = b'+P; 
(6) (a ,b ,c ,~)  = (a) × (b,c) x (~), where a p = be = c e = ~p = 1, b ~ = bc and 
C ~ = C; 
(7) p = 3 and (a ,b ,~)  = (a,b) >~ (~), where a 9 = b 3 = 1 = [a,b], a s = ab and 
b s = a6b. 
(8) (a ,b ,c ,~)  = (b,c ,~) ,  where a p = b p = c p = ~P = 1 = [a,b] = [b,c] = [a,c] = 
[a,~], b ~ = ab and c s = bc, p > 3; 
Now we want to determine R. Since R = x (~) for some x E G, we need only 
determine x and all images of x under (a). The eight types of groups listed above will 
be treated one by one. 
If  P is of  type (1), then there is an integer i such that x = a i and 
R=(a i ) (~)  
= {a i , (a i )~ , (a i )  ~. . . . .  (ai)  ~p-~ }
= {ai, ai+ip 2 . . . . .  a i+i(p-1)p2 } 
=a'(a'e2). 
By Lemma 2.5, Cay(G,R)  ~ Cp2[I£p] where Cp2 is a directed cycle. Hence F = 
Cay(G,S)  ~ Cp2[Kp] where Cp2 is an undirected cycle. 
Assume that P is of  type (2). Then there are some integers i , j  such that x = aib j 
and 
R = (a ib J )  (~) 
= {aib j ,  (aib j )s, (aib j )~2 . . . . .  (aibJ)~p-~ } 
= {aib j ,  aib i+j, aib2i+j . . . . .  aib (p-l) i+j } 
= aib j (bi). 
Since (R) 
where Cp2 
cycle. 
---- G, we have o(aib j )  = p2 and by Lemma 2.5, Cay(G,R)  ~ Cp2[I~p] 
is a directed cycle. So F = Cay(G,S)  ~ Cp2[Kp] where Cp2 is an undirected 
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Assume that P is of type (3). Then there are some integers i , j  such that x = aib j 
and 
R = (aibJ) (~) 
={aib J , (a ib J )~, (a ib J )  ~2 . . . . .  (aibJ) ~p-I } 
= {aib j, ai+ipbi+J, ai+2ipb2i+j . . . . .  ai+i(p-1)pb(p-l)i+J }
--__ aibJ (aipbi). 
Since (R) = G, we have o(aib j )  = pZ and by Lemma 2.5, Cay(G,R) ~ Cp~[gp] where 
Cp2 is a directed cycle. So F = Cay(G,S) ~ Cp2[/~p] where Cp2 is an undirected cycle. 
Assume that P is of type (4). Note that 2~ = Cay(G,R) is a P-arc transitive digraph 
of  valency p. Let M = (a p, b, o~). Then M is of order p3 and is abelian. Thus M 
is of index p in P, by Lemma 2.4, M is a normal subgroup of P. Since c~ fixes the 
point 1, M is not regular on G = VF. By Theorem 5.2, Cay(G,R) ~ Cp(p,2)  and so 
Cay(G,S) --- C(p ,p ,2 ) .  
Assume that P is of type (5). Then there are some integers i , j  such that x -- aib j 
and so 
R=(a ib J )  ~ 
={aib J , (a ib J )~ . . . . .  (aibJ) ~p-' } 
: {aib j, aib(l+p)J . . . . .  aib(l+P)P-lJ} 
-_ aibJ (bpJ). 
Since (R) = G, o(aib j )  = pZ and so Cay(G,R) -~ Cp~[kp] where Cp~ is a directed 
cycle. So F = Cay(G,S) ~ Cp~[gp] where Cp~ is an undirected cycle. 
Assume that P is of type (6). Then there are integers i , j ,k  such that x = aibJc k 
and 
R = (aibJek) ~ 
= {aibJc k, (aibJck) ~ . . . . .  (aibJc kp-' } 
= {aibJc k, aibJcJ+k . . . . .  aibJc(p - 1 )j+k } 
= aibJc k (c J). 
It follows that [(R)[ = p2, so Cay(G,R) is not connected, a contradiction. 
Assume that P is of type (7). Since G = (a) × (b) ~ Z9 × Z3 and (S) = G, S 
contains an element of  order 9 and S consists of elements of order 9. Now G has 18 
elements of order 9 and (~) has 6 orbits on the set of these 18 elements. Thus there 
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are three possibilities for G: 
So = a (~) tO (a - l )  (~) = {a, ab, a7b2,a- l ,a - lb - l ,a -7b-2},  
$1 = (a 2 )(~) tO (a -2 )(~) -- {a 2, a2b 2, a 5 b, a -z, a-2b -2, a-Sb - l }, 
$2 : (a 4 )(a) U (a -4 )(~) -= {a 4, a4b, ab 2, a -4, a -4b  -1 , a- lb  -2  }. 
Since G is abelian, there exists an automorphism z of G such that 9 3 = g2 for all 
9 E G. Thus S~ = $l and S~ = $2. So Cay(G, S0) ~ Cay(G, S1) - Cay(G, S2). 
Assume that P is of type (8). Then there are some integers i , j ,k such that x = aibJc k 
and R = (aibJck) (~). If k = 0 then (R) = (a) or (a,b), a contradiction. Thus k # 0. 
By induction on l, it is straightforward to check that, for any 1 ~< l ~< p-  1, 
(a ick )  ~J = ai+l(l-1)/2kblkc k. 
Thus 
Oi, k : :  (a ick )  (~¢) 
: {aick,(aick)~,(aick)~: . . . . .  (aick) ~p-~ }
: {aic k, aibkc k . . . . .  ai+l( l-l)/2kbtkck .... }. 
It follows that (Oi, k) = G and that if (i ,k) ¢ ( i ' ,k') then aic k is not conjugate under 
(c¢) to ai'c k', namely Oi,kNOi,,k, :0 .  Since IOi, kl =p  and I{(i,k) lO<~i<~p- 1, 1 <~k<~ 
p-  1}l = p(p-  1), [-Ji, k Oi, kto (a,b) is a partition of all elements of G. Thus R = Oi, k 
for some integers i, k with 1 ~<k ~< p-  1. It is easy to show that, for i, k >~ 1, G has 
automorphisms zk and ai such that 
zk :x~x k, for a l l xEG,  
~7 i : a -.-+ a, b ~ b, c k ~ aic k. 
Thus  O~k 1 : O0,k and O0¢,'k = Oi, k. Therefore, all Oi, k are conjugate in Aut(G) to 
O0,1, and consequently, Cay(G,R) ~ Cay(G, R0) and Cay(G,S) = Cay(G, S0). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2. [] 
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